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Reflections on History 

October 25, 1989 
DB What about the notion of history as a commodiry, something 

that can be bought and sold. Do you accept that? I once wrote an essay called "History as Private Enterprise." Wha� I meant was that I thought so much history was written without a social conscience behind it. Or if there was a social conscience somewhere in the historian, it was.put ·aside for the writing of history, because writing history was done as a professional dury. It was done to get something published, to get a job at a university, co get tenure, to get a promotion, to build up one's prestige. It was printed by publishers in books that would sell and make a profit. The profit motive has so distorted our whole economic and social system by making profit the key to what is roduced and therefore leavin im ortant thin s un ro-uce w ile producing stupid things, and leaving some people rich anc! some·peopre poor. !hat same profit system had extended to that world of academic institutions, which as an innocent young student I thought was a world separated from the world of commerce and busi� ness. But the world of the university, of publishing, of history, of scholarship is not at all separated from the profit-seeking world. The historian doesn't think of it consciously this way. Bue there is the fact of economic security that operates in' every profession. The prqfession-al writer and historian is perhaps conscious, perhaps semi-conscious, or perhaps has already absorbed into the bloodstream a chinking about economic security and therefore about playing it safe. You don't have to conspire to have bad history, inadequate history, history from the top down. All you have to �o ;s play it safe, �nd that's the rule. I guessit's the American rule, generfly, tor professionals. Play it safe. And so historians, most of them, play it safe. And the textbook publishers help in that. The textbook publishers want to play it safe. They don't want to say anything which might raise an eyebrow anywhere. The same is true of heads of departments and administrators at colleges and . _universities. So we gee a lot of safe history.


























